A numerical model for refraction of ocean swell by currents associated with a warm core ring was developed and tested with Seasat synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. The wave field of SAR orbit 1232 was measured using optical Fourier transforms. The wave refraction model produced rays by simultaneous, numerical integration of the Hamiltonian ray equations applied to a moving medium. Wave orthogonals were constructed from wave number vectors calculated at each incremental time step. The flow field used by the model to simulate a warm ring was a steady, circular jet, with the radial profile of tangential velocity composed of a power function joined to a Gaussian. Initial wave conditions for simulation of refraction by the SAR-imaged ring were determined from measurements outside the ring. No data were available from which to determine the current field of the SAR-imaged ring, so the current field input to the model was adjusted until the output wave field most nearly resembled the SAR observations. The relative locations of convergence and divergence of rays were as observed on the SAR image, and the relative energy density in crossed seas was correctly predicted. However, predicted patterns of wavelength variation (presuming that incident waves were uniform in wavelength) were not observed.
INTRODUCTION
During the summer of 1978, several images of a ground swath extending from Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras were recorded by the Seasat synthetic aperture radar (SAR). In this region, warm core rings are often found as they migrate southward toward Cape Hatteras. One ring, labeled eddy "S" on NAVOCEANO frontal analysis maps, was identified by Lichy et al. [1981] In the present study, a model was developed for wave refraction induced by currents associated with warm core rings. Wave conditions measured from the SAR imagery outside the ring were used to initialize the model, which constructs rays and orthogonals by simultaneously integrating the ray equations for a moving medium. The simulated wave field was then compared to the wave field in and beyond the ring, measured from the SAR imagery.
In the sections which follow, model development will first be explained. Then the process of measuring the wave field from imagery is described, and finally, predicted and observed wave fields are compared.
CURRENT-INDUCED WAVE REFRACTION
In the following discussion, rays are "paths traced out by points which move with the group velocity" [Kenyon, 1971] while orthogonals are lines which are everywhere perpendicular to wave crests. Refraction of orthogonals by a onedimensional shear current in deep water was first analyzed quantitatively by Johnson [1947] In the case of a two-dimensional, spatially varying current (such as an eddy), the Hayes model is inappropriate. Instead, it is necessary to first calculate the trajectory of rays; then orthogonals can be interpolated from the wave number vectors calculated at points along each ray.
Refraction of rays by currents in deep water was discussed by Kenyon [1971] . A comprehensive discussion of the ray approach may be found in Leblond and Mysak [1978, pp. 24-28] . In this discussion, requirements are set for ray theory to be applicable. In our case, these requirements include that the wavelength of the swell be much less than the scale of current variability in the ring and that the time scale of ring velocity variation be much longer than the time for wave group passage through the ring. Assuming these requirements to be met, rays are calculated, given initial location and wave number vector, by simultaneously integrating the HamiltonJan ray equations for a moving medium:
where co(K, x) is frequency and K is the wave number vector. Equation (2a) describes rays, which are paths traced by wave packets at group velocity. The change in the wave number vector with time is described by (2b). As waves are advected by a steady current, the frequency measured by a stationary ob- A detailed set of measurements of surface currents of a warm core ring was reported by Joyce et al. [1983] . Using an acoustic Doppler current meter which operates continuously while the ship is underway, a profile of surface current (10 min average over a depth interval of 5-28 m) was recorded for a series of transects tracing out the shape of a five-pointed star centered on the ring (Figure 1 ). The same ring was sampled twice, the first time when it was clearly separated from the Gulf Stream, the second time 10 days later when it was contacting the Gulf Stream. When separated from the Gulf Stream, the current field was characterized by circular flow, with the radial profile of tangential velocity approximating a Gaussian curve. When contacting the Gulf Stream, however, circular symmetry was destroyed.
Although there are no current data available at the time of the Seasat overpass examined here (September 21), there are hydrographic, ship drift, and Seasat altimeter data for the same ring earlier in 1978. Using these data, Gaborski [1979] calculated maximum current speeds on the order of 1 m s-•. Table 1 for maximum errors).
MEASURING THE WAVE FIELD FROM SAR IMAGERY
Optical Fourier transform (OFT) techniques were used to measure wavelength and direction from 1-cm-square subimages. With the azimuthal scale of 1:638,300 on the image used, the subimages corresponded to oblongs on the sea surface with an azimuthal distance of 6.4 km on a side, and so contained about 50 waves of the nominal 120-m length. The subimages were arranged in an alternating pattern in the area shown in Figure 7 , and the OFT's themselves are shown, arranged in the same pattern, in Figure 4 . The sampled subimages comprise about 14% of the total area of the image. In the OFT's, first-order maxima were estimated by choosing the distinct point of maximum optical density, where one existed, or by estimating the centroid of diffuse optical density maxima. To estimate the precision of these measurements, three subimages were chosen to represent various degrees of wave clarity, a subjective indicator of wave visibility. On each subimage, 10 measurements were made of wavelength and direction. For the data pooled from the three tests, standard According to Vesecky and Stewart [1982] , dark areas on SAR imagery have been correlated to low wind speed. Such an area appears north of the ring, which suggests that low wind speed is inhibiting wave resolution. South of the ring, where the mottling disappears, waves gradually become visible. The mottling appears to inhibit wave resolution, and itself may be caused by winds.
MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After initial debugging, the model was run through a series of tests designed to determine sensitivity to variables affecting the current velocity profile. From these tests, it became apparent that the refraction patterns varied between rays of extreme curvature, much as light rays would vary on refraction from a glass lens shaped in cross section like the velocity profile of the ring. In subsequent runs, rays were directed at points of the velocity profile corresponding to points of maximum and minimum curvature. The most conspicuous and consistent feature of the simulated wave fields ( Figure 5 ) was a pattern of alternating zones of ray convergence and divergence located beyond the ring from left to right. (In this paper, ring locations are referred to from the viewpoint of the wave source.)
It was also evident that rays penetrating into the central region of the ring tended to pass through the ring without being refracted sharply. Rays incident upon the ring at grazing angles (such as rays 3, 4, 11, and 12 of Figure 5 and rays 1 and 5 of Figure 6a) , however, were refracted sharply to the left, crossing other relatively straight rays. After crossing, these rays formed an expanding "beam" of interfering rays. If the assumption is made that energy is conserved between rays, based on the large water depth compared to the wavelength and the large ratio of the wave phase speed to ring current maximum velocity, then energy of this beam decreases at a rate proportional to its angular divergence. Therefore in crossed seas the relative energy of the component from the beam of interfering waves should be less than that of other rays, which have generally not diverged as much. An exception to this rule is the shaded area of Figure 5 , where the beam has not yet diverged sufficiently. The size of this shaded area decreases with increasing current velocity and decreasing incident wavelength.
The change in wavelength was examined for five rays of equal initial wavelength as they propagated through the simu- lated ring (Figure 6 ). The general pattern is as follows: After entering the following (opposing) current, the wavelength approaches a maximum (minimum) at the point of maximum current velocity, after which it approaches a local minimum (maximum) at the point nearest the ring center. As the ray exits the ring, wavelength increases (decreases) to a maximum (minimum) at the current velocity maximum and reverts to its initial wavelength outside the ring. Rays which do not penetrate inside the maximum current have only a single extremum in wavelength. Accordingly, an hypothesis, testable with the observed wave field, was formulated as follows. In region I of Figure 6b , where the water is stationary, the wavelength should be uniformly equal to that of the incident waves. In region II, where there is a component of current following the waves, the mean wavelength should be greater than that of region I. Conversely, in region III, where the current is opposing, mean wavelength should be less than that of region I. It is interesting to note that the model predicts approximately equal wavelengths for the components of crossed seas (again assuming equality of initial wavelengths). For example, the difference in wavelengths at the point of intersection of rays 3 and 5, and rays 4 and 5 of Figure 6a is 1.4 and 1.6 m, respectively. In both cases, the difference is unresolvable by the measurement technique.
Overall, there are three testable hypotheses applicable to any warm ring. 1. There are alternating zones of crossed seas and divergence behind the ring. Figure 6c .
Assuming uniformity of incident wavelength, values of wavelength are as predicted by the model, and illustrated in
3. In crossed seas, the relative energy density is greater for components of rays which passed through the central portion of the ring or missed the ring entirely, than for those comprising the beam of interfering rays. This hypothesis can be tested assuming that the OFT of a SAR image is approximately a two-dimensional variance density spectrum [Vesecky and Stewart, 1982] . Accordingly, the brightness of the firstorder maxima is proportional to the energy density of the wave. Therefore the relative energy density of each wave component of a bimodal OFT may be determined by ordering the brightness of first order maxima. There were no available data from which to determine the current velocity profile. Consequently, the three variables determining the shape of the profile (n of (8), Cx of (9), and C2 of (8) and (9) made. Of eight measurements taken from an area roughly the same size as the ring, the standard deviation was 10%. Part of this variance is due to poorer spatial resolution of optically correlated imagery, but it suggests that the assumption of uniform incident waves may be inappropriate.
If the model presented here is indeed representative of nature, the convergence of wave energy on each side of the ring should result in locally heavy seas. At times, the rays may be "focused" sufficiently to produce large pulses in the sea surface. Such waves, called "freak" ocean waves [Draper, 1964] or rogue waves, result from instantaneous superposition of many wave components. These waves appear without warning and are potentially catastrophic for surface vessels. The focusing of rays by currents increases the probability of such an event.
Ideally, further testing of this model would require numerous SAR overpasses with simultaneous measurements of currents.
CONCLUSION
Results suggest that the model provides a reasonable first approximation of observed wave refraction. The model accurately predicted the relative location of convergence and divergence zones as well as the relative energy density of components comprising crossed seas. The prediction of wavelengths, based on the assumption of uniform wavelength in the inci- dent wave field, was generally not observed. Beyond the ring, where wavelengths were predicted to be uniform, they were not. Within the left half of the ring (in the northern hemisphere, viewed from the direction of the waves) where there is a following current, wavelengths were greater than elsewhere, as predicted. However, on the right half of the ring, where currents are opposing, wavelengths were equal to initial values, rather than less as predicted. Finally, in crossed seas, wavelength was less for rays which had grazed the right edge of the ring, than for rays which had passed through the central portion of the ring. The model predicted nearly equal wavelengths in crossed seas.
